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IN WRITING, 
PLEASE

Print is something I hold dear. I’ve 
always been an avid reader and 
have built a career on writing, but 
in 2010—after four years of listening 
to podcasts—I decided to get behind 
the microphone myself. Since then I 
have built a network that publishes 
daily content that receives half 
a million downloads per month. 
Listeners love the convenience  
of audio, but one question keeps 
coming up: Can we get a transcript  
of this?

SPEECH TO TEXT
As engaging as audio content is, it doesn’t 
replace the need for the written word. This I 
know, but my response has always been that, 
while I would love to offer transcripts of 
every show, to do so is simply not practical. 

I did the math. It would cost about $80 per 
episode, which would total more than $5,000 
per month.

Despite understanding the clear benefits 
of converting our audio content to text—
accessibility for those with hearing impair-
ment, better search engine optimization, and 
a happier audience—I had to shelve the idea.

Recently, however, I’m reconsidering. Last 
summer, I discovered a tool called Temi that 
amazed even me, a renowned tech nerd. 
The service takes an uploaded audio file and 
returns a machine-generated transcript in a 
matter of minutes. In most cases, the accuracy 
has been impressive, and converting an hour 
of audio costs me just $6. I use it to transcribe 
interviews for The ACCJ Journal, but am 
thinking to unleash it on my back catalog of 
more than 10,000 hours of podcast episodes.

Impressed by the relief machine transcrip-
tion has brought to my work as an editor and 
writer, I began researching the technology. 
You can find the results of that on page 38.

SMART SOLUTION
Temi, I would learn, is just one of several 
players in the space. Spext and Happy 
Scribe are also doing amazing things to 
make truly reliable speech-to-text a reality, 

and all this is being driven by artificial 
intelligence (AI), machine learning, 
and Big Data—three buzzwords whose 
true meaning is often vague. But here is 
an example of how smart machines are 
changing the relation ship between the two 
most common forms of communication—
text and voice—in a way that could change 
almost every industry.

So, if you are used to saying, “Hey Siri,” “OK 
Google,” or “Alexa” and being unimpressed 
with the results, take a look at what is hap-
pening in the world beyond those digital 
assistants. They are the most visible example 
of how AI is being applied to voice, but their 
capabilities can be deceiving. I see them as 
the first piece of a bridge that will simplify our 
interaction with technology while leading our 
multimedia culture back to a place where text 
thrives. Although I’m a strong proponent of 
audio, in our information-rich, search-driven 
world, text is needed more than ever. n

A flagship publication of the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ), 
The ACCJ Journal is a business magazine 
with a 56-year history. 
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W
ith the start of each year comes assessment of our 
direction and progress to clarify them against our 
most current view of our objectives and situation. 

This was a primary item for the January meeting of the newly 
elected American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) 
Board of Governors, which confirmed our three strategic focus 
areas—membership centricity, relevant and strong advocacy, 
and operational excellence—as well as the five pillars of our 
advocacy focus:

n US–Japan Economic Partnership
n Health and Retirement
n Digital Economy
n Tourism, Sports, and Hospitality
n Workforce Productivity

In their discussion, the Board also updated the objectives for 
each of our three strategic focus areas, reflecting the approval 
in October 2018 of proposals based on the Membership Value 
Project (MVP), upcoming negotiations for a US–Japan Trade 
Agreement (USJTA), and Japan’s hosting of the G20 Summit. 
Also confirmed was a focus on using member time efficiently 
and bringing increased transparency to the ACCJ’s activities 
and processes.

While preparations for many of these are still ongoing, let me 
outline for you where we are and what lies ahead in several of 
these key activities.

2019 TOKYO WIB SUMMIT
Under our Workforce Productivity pillar, the Women in Business 
(WIB) Summit has become an annual forum through which 
the ACCJ has continued to drive and advance the dialog on 
opportunities for women in the workforce—a critical topic that 
is now a central pillar of the Japanese government’s approach to 
workforce productivity.

On February 28, the latest summit will leverage its position as 
one of the premier workplace-diversity events in Japan to offer a 
platform for related issues, including LGBT matters, leadership, 
and technology. The summit promises to again push forward 
the role of women in the workforce and to provide a platform for 
discussion of a broad range of topics that fall under the Workforce 
Productivity pillar. If you have not already registered, I highly 
recommend that you do so. It will be a day very well spent.

The ACCJ aspires to replicate the WIB success by creating 
business summits for each of the other pillars. Through such 
events, the chamber can bring together its viewpoints and 
those of industries on critical questions for government and 

policymakers to address. Work is now underway on a Digital 
Economy Summit, and discussions continue among leaders of 
our other pillars. There will be more information on these as 
preparations progress.

DC DOORKNOCK
Following two significant Doorknocks in Washington, DC, 
in 2018, both our Diet Doorknock in Tokyo and Chairman 
Christopher LaFleur’s testimony to the US Trade Representative 
in December have clearly conveyed our priorities to key stake-
holders in both US and Japanese policymaking circles.

With this opening for significant engagement, the ACCJ is 
preparing to bring forward its annual DC Doorknock to focus 
efforts on the negotiating objectives of the United States for the 
2019 USJTA talks. The aim is for this to take place in spring, 
and the agenda is to be centered on our analysis of the United 
States Trade Representative’s statement of objectives and our 
presentation of issues thus far.

There will, of course, be follow-up on the significant issues 
of residency-based taxation and GILTI—the Global Intangible 
Low-taxed Income provision. Thanks to last September’s issue-
specific DC Doorknock, engagement with the US Department 
of the Treasury continues and a promising legislative proposal 
has been tabled for Congress to consider this year. Together, 
these developments are exciting and show how the chamber is 
ensuring that our advocacy efforts remain flexible, enabling us 
to be relevant and strong in our delivery.

MEMBERSHIP CENTRICITY
Execution against the proposals developed from the Membership 
Value Project (MVP) are well underway, with trials of a digital 
plat form being carried out by the ACCJ office under guidance 
of the Communications Advisory Council to provide 
communica tions and collabora tion tools for our committees 
to roll out later this year. Alongside this, automation of our 
accounting and core processes continues with the aim of 
bringing together automated processing and self-service options 
around member ship functions.

One key outcome of the efforts now underway from the MVP 
proposals is the strengthening of our marketing efforts for both 
the new package options and to new members. I am pleased to 
say that both are gathering momentum, and we are in the process 
of establishing the President’s Circle and have seen substantial 
interest in the new small company package.

Your thoughts and advice are always welcome. If you would 
share them with me, please write to: sshah@accj.or.jp n

By Sachin N. Shah
ACCJ President

PRESIDENT

Strategic Clarity

The ACCJ aspires to replicate the WIB success by creating  
business summits for each of the other pillars.
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ACCJ
EVENTS

1

3

2

6

facebook.com/The.ACCJ

twitter.com/AmChamJapan

youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan

linkedin.com/company/ 
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan

1 ACCJ Chairman Christopher LaFleur, Japan 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry President 
Toru Ishida, ACCJ President Sachin N. Shah, 
and Executive Director Laura Younger lead the 
kagami-biraki—the ceremonial cracking open of 
a sake barrel—to mark the start of a new business 
year at the 2019 ACCJ Shinnenkai on January 23 
at the Imperial Hotel.

2 Roger Ver (second from right), chief executive 
officer of Bitcoin.com, with (from left) Alternative 
Investment Committee Chair Frank Packard and 
Vice-Chairs Christopher Wells, Jenifer Rogers, and 
Pieter Franken after his presentation “The Origins 
and Benefits of Cryptocurrencies” on January 15 
at Tokyo American Club.

3 ACCJ Executive Director Laura Younger and 
leaders of the chamber’s Chubu chapter gathered 
at the Hilton Nagoya on January 17 for the 2019 
ACCJ-Chubu Shinnenkai.

4 On January 21, more than 50 attendees took part in 
the first session of the ACCJ-Kansai 2019 Leadership 
Series at which Bob Noddin, president and chief 
executive officer of AIG Japan Holdings KK, offered 
insight into the qualities that leaders must develop.

5 Taiga Sawamura, co-founder and chief executive 
officer of Emerada Co., Ltd., presented “Open 
Venture: How the Emerada Model and Startups 
Bring Innovation to Banking” on December 11 at 
Tokyo American Club.

6 From left: Stephen A. Zurcher, ACCJ governor–
Kansai; Ari Kastrati, senior vice president of food and 
beverage strategy at MGM Resorts International; 
Frank Haas, director of strategic development and 
assistant dean at the University of Hawaii School of 
Travel Industry Management; and Jiro Kawakami, 
chief of staff at MGM Resorts Japan LLC. 
The group spoke at the announcement of Kansai 
Gaidai University’s new English-based Hotel 
Management Program for Japanese students on 
the school’s campus in Hirakata, Osaka Prefecture, 
on November 27.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete  
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our  
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
• FEBRUARY 22 

Doshisha Seminar Series: Essential Skills  
for Leaders in 2030 (Kansai Event) 

• FEBRUARY 22 
You Need More Clients: Effective Networking 
Works—Learn How! (Chubu Event) 

• FEBRUARY 28 
2019 Tokyo Women in Business Summit 

4 5
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L
ast year marked the 70th anniver-
sary of the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ), and this 

milestone brought high-profile successes. 
Fruitful Doorknocks to Washington, DC, 
and the Japanese Diet, as well as major 
media appearances by ACCJ leaders on 
CNBC and in Mainichi Shimbun, high-
lighted the power of the chamber’s voice as 
an advocate for US companies in Japan.

Two new groups—the F500 CEO 
Council and SME CEO Council—were 
formed to provide greater collaboration 
among executives and strengthen the 
focus and positions of the chamber. And 
the ACCJ’s value proposition was also 
enhanced with the launch of the Member 
Value Project, part of efforts to modernize 
the way in which the chamber operates.

These only scratch the surface of 
an event ful year, and all this work to 
strengthen the chamber’s founda tion has 
put the ACCJ in a strong position to play 
a vital role as key voice in the crafting of a 
new bilateral US–Japan Trade Agree ment, 
negotiations for which are expected to 
begin soon.

SIGN OF SUCCESS
In the Chinese zodiac, this year belongs 
to the earth boar. One of five boars, each 
of which appear once every 60 years, it is 

a sign associated with good social skills 
and the ability to maintain interpersonal 
relations—both strengths of the ACCJ 
and important in navigating important 
advocacy issues.

On January 23 at the Imperial Hotel, 
300 ACCJ members and guests ushered 
in the year of the earth boar at the annual 
shinnenkai. ACCJ Healthcare Committee 
Chair and 2018 Leader of the Year John W. 
Carlson III served as master of cere mony, 
and ACCJ President Sachin N. Shah 
spoke of the successes of the chamber last 

year and the challenges to come. Special 
guest Toru Ishida, president of the Japan 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
also shared his views on Japan’s role in 
the global economy and the importance 
of the ACCJ.

Following the kagami-biraki—the cere-
monial cracking open of a sake barrel—
members and guests enjoyed drinks, food, 
and a wonderful evening of conver sa tion 
and networking. It was the perfect start of 
what promises to be another remarkable 
year for the chamber. n

Ring in the Boar
ACCJ members and guests celebrate a new year

By C Bryan Jones

ACCJ EVENT
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Untapping Potential
New toolkit highlights  

women’s workplace progress
By Lia Walsh

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

S
ince its inaugural summit in 2013 and the launch of the 
white paper Untapped Potential in 2016, the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) Women in 

Business (WIB) Committee has been effectively advocating for 
work place changes that create greater gender equality.

To highlight the progress being made, the committee launched 
on January 28 its first toolkit, Untapping Potential: Case Studies, 
during the WIB shinnenkai at The Place of Tokyo.

Building on the white paper, the toolkit contains concrete 
examples of business initiatives that companies are adopting 
to increase the number of women in manage ment and leader -
ship roles in Japan.

The 30-page booklet presents seven case studies broken down 
into four areas:

n Workstyle Reform
n Increase Male Support for Diversity Programs
n Improve Human Resource Policies
n Appreciation of Different Employee Perspectives

Download the toolkit:  

www.accj.or.jp/wib-resource-library.html

Lia Walsh is a writer at Custom Media, publisher of  

The ACCJ Journal.

The committee hopes that the case studies introduced in this 
survey, aligned to recommendations made in the 2016 white 
paper, will encourage companies operating in Japan—as well 
as the Japanese government—to make greater efforts to achieve 
gender equality in the workplace.

The companies featured in this inaugural collection are:

n SCSK Corporation
n IBM Japan, Ltd.
n Teijin Limited
n PwC Japan
n MetLife Insurance K.K.
n Eli Lilly Japan K.K.
n MEC Company Limited

These seven stories are sure to inspire you, and it is hoped 
that more ACCJ member and non-member companies will 
be inspired to share with the committee stories of their efforts 
to increase the number of women in leadership roles so that 
this toolkit can be updated on a regular basis. n
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Diet Doorknock
ACCJ–government collaboration  

turns eyes to G20
By Lia Walsh

ADVOCACY

E
ach year, the American Chamber 
of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) 
undertakes its Diet Doorknock (DDK) 

advocacy initiative, during which chamber 
leaders meet and collaborate with Japanese 
govern ment officials. Described by ACCJ 
Government Relations Committee 
Vice-Chair Mark Davidson as “the most 
important advocacy activity of the ACCJ, 
year after year,” the DDK allows the 
chamber to lead conversation on US–Japan 
relations, speaking with policy makers 
and influential government officials who 
have the power to act on recommen da-
tions. The most recent DDK took place 
November 13–21.

COLLABORATION
Davidson said the ACCJ approaches these 
meetings as a partner of the Japanese 
government rather than a separate entity. 
All ACCJ efforts, he added, are focused 
on the betterment of Japan, anticipating 
that benefits will flow from the Japanese 
economy to participating US ventures.

ACCJ President Sachin N. Shah said: 
“Our message is one of confidence to 
resolve issues between the two economies 
today to focus on future value for both 

partner nations in the bilateral trade 
discussions. With 70 years of working with 
both US and Japanese administrations, we 
are confident to identify opportunities for 
business to realize significant progress in 
the economic partnership and strengthen 
this cornerstone of the US–Japan alliance.”

This win-win approach has allowed the 
DDK to run effectively for more than  
20 years.

MILESTONE MISSION
The November 2018 DDK marked the 
23rd anniversary of the discussions, with 
70 representatives of the ACCJ and 38 Diet 
members taking part. The agenda was 
guided by the ACCJ’s five advocacy pillars:

n US–Japan Economic Partnership
n Health and Retirement
n Digital Economy
n Tourism, Sports, and Hospitality
n Workforce Productivity

As each Diet member is invested in 
representing the interests of their district, 
a wide variety of topics were covered. 
Given Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s goal 
of 40 million inbound tourists by 2020, 

tourism and travel were heavily discussed 
areas. This goal works in the interest of 
the ACCJ, which is constantly pursuing 
efforts to strengthen the global community. 
Davidson recalled that politicians from 
out side Tokyo—especially Osaka and 
Kyoto—appeared most motivated to 
achieve Abe’s goal.

DATA-DRIVEN
ACCJ Government Relations Committee 
Chair Mari Matthews said data was also a 
recurring theme across all areas of dis-
cussion. To strengthen overarching pil-
lars such as Health and Retirement, she 
noted, data would need to be efficiently 
collected and analyzed.

Together, government officials and the 
ACCJ acknowledge the opportunity that 
data utilization poses for economic growth 
and innovation in Japan. Matthews recalled 
that, naturally, the preservation of privacy 
was of high importance.

With the G20 Summit & Ministerial 
Meetings being held in Osaka on June 28–
29, and with Japan taking the leadership 
role, the ACCJ sees a great opportunity 
for its government partners to continue 
the DDK conversations and strengthen 
foreign affairs.

Davidson shared his hopes that, in such 
a position, Japan will “move closer to truly 
fair and free trade among the regional 
members.” As he sees it, the country 
offers the global community tremen dous 
invest ment and growth opportunities. n

The November 2018 DDK marked the 23rd anniversary of the discussions,  
with 70 representatives of the ACCJ and 38 Diet members taking part.

Lia Walsh is a writer at Custom Media, 

publisher of The ACCJ Journal.
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If you would like additional information on: 
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TEL: 0120-987-099, 03-4563-1963 weekdays 9:00~18:00, closed Sat/Sun/Holidays  

FAX: 03-4563-1964

go to our website: ENJAPAN.DALECARNEGIE.COM 

or contact us: info2@dale-carnegie.co.jp

Dr. Greg Story,  President
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Digital Music Debate
Is there a better way to  
compensate creators?

By the ACCJ Digital Economy Committee 
and BSA | The Software Alliance

VIEWPOINT

A
ccording to recent research, after 
bottoming out in 2014, the music 
market has reentered a growth 

phase. This expansion is being powered 
by several factors, including the advance-
ment of technology, the development of 
new business models for music, and the 
emer gence of an integrated eco system that 
links the music industry with technology 
providers and enables creators to access 
analysis using Big Data. While this 
trend is particularly prominent in the 
United States—the world’s largest music 
market—other markets, including Japan, 
are following the same trajectory.

Given this context, the ACCJ and 
the Business Software Alliance are very 
concerned about ongoing discussions at 
the Agency of Cultural Affairs regarding 
the appropriate return of compensation to 
creators using the copyright levy system. 
The discussions are taking place in the 
Copy  right Subdivision of the Culture 
Council among members of the Sub com-
mittee on the Proper Protection, Use, 
and Distribution of Works.

INNOVATE
We recommend that the subcommittee 
aim to establish an innovative approach to 
better compensating creators by reviewing 
changes to the copyright levy system in the 
current context of the music industry and 
its changing business model.

Today, an increasing amount of content 
is controlled by contracts and tech  nologies 
to compensate creators. Content delivered 
to devices such as PCs and smartphones is 
primarily controlled by such contracts and 
technologies. We believe the current focus 

of discussions on the expansion of the 
copy right levy system to include general-
purpose devices fails to sufficiently and 
appro priately consider digital-music 
listening methods and the implications 
these methods have for both creators 
and users.

ISSUES
First, business models within the music 
industry and across industries are changing 
significantly, with a shifting focus from an 
ownership model, under which goods are 
purchased and owned, to an access model, 
where desired services and content are 
accessed on demand. In the music industry, 
the market as a whole is now growing 
as a result of this shift. The way people 
listen to music is moving from buying and 
down loading music (the Download Model) 
to unlimited listening on a monthly flat-rate 
basis (the Streaming/Subscription Model).

According to the 2018 Global Music 
Report, issued annually by the International 
Federation of Phonogram and Videogram 
Producers (IFPI), global music sales in 
2017 were $17.3 billion, up 8.1 percent 
from the previous year. The growth has 
been continuously high for the past three 
years, with digital revenue increasing 
19.1 percent to $9.4 billion and accounting 
for 54 percent of total sales. In particular, 
the global surge in streaming services was 
a key driver of this growth. Total revenues 
in streaming increased by 41.1 percent year 
on year and, for the first time, streaming 
became the single largest revenue source 
for the music industry. According to a 
2017 press release issued by the Recording 
Industry Association of America (RIAA), 

“revenues from recorded music in 
the United States in 2017 increased 
16.5 percent in estimated retail value to 
$8.7 billion, continuing the growth seen 
from the previous year.

“At the wholesale level, revenues grew 
by 12.6 percent to $5.9 billion. Similar 
to 2016, these increases came primarily 
from growth in paid music subscriptions, 
which grew by more than 50 percent. This 
is the first time since 1999 that US music 
revenues have seen material growth for 
two years in a row.”

PROMOTE INNOVATIVE 
APPROACH TO BETTER 
COMPENSATING CREATORS
http://accj.or.jp/viewpoints.html
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In Japan, from 2013 to 2017, the per -
cen  tage of revenue from streaming sub-
scriptions has also increased year by year, 
and streaming is now the principal method 
for purchasing music, while sales figures 
for physical products have remained steady 
as in the United States and other countries. 
According to a report by the Recording 
Industry Association of Japan (RIAJ), 
streaming is fast becoming an important 
source of income for the music industry 
in Japan as well.

The penetration of the Streaming/
Subscription Model has allowed users to 
listen to a variety of music, new and old, 
at a fixed price per month. As a result, 
users are rediscovering and listening to 
older songs. And Big Data analysis has 
enabled creators to see user trends and 
consider such factors during the creative 
process. As music-listening opportunities 
for users are increasing due to global 
distribution, chances for rights holders to 
receive remuneration are also increasing, 
contributing to revenue growth for the 
music industry as a whole.

Secondly, the shift toward the Streaming/
Subscription Model for digital music 
eliminates users’ need and ability to copy 
music to listen. There fore, expanding the 

copy right levy system to include general-
purpose devices lacks any reasonable basis 
given that such equip ment is not used for 
private copying in the first place. Thus, such 
a move imposes an unnecessary burden on 
consumers who did not receive a private 
copy but must, nevertheless, pay additional 
costs for purchase of equipment. And, as 
the shift to the Streaming/Subscription 
Model progresses, the amount of music 
privately copied is decreasing overall.

In addition, all remuneration for 
content use is handled on a contract 
basis with both the Download Model 
and the Streaming/Subscription Model. 
Because contracts under the Streaming/
Subscrip tion Model permit the same user 
to down load to multiple devices, there is 
little need for those users to create private 
copying. In some cases, making copies is 
technologically impossible due to digital 
rights management security. These factors 
have contributed to a significant decline 
in the amount of private copying.

CONCLUSION
The ACCJ and BSA are very concerned 
that the discussions currently underway 
in the subcommittee fail to sufficiently 
and appropriately consider digital music 
listening methods and the implications 
these methods have for both creators 
and users. Considering the actual current 
trends in private copying and the provision 
of remuneration to creators in the ways 
discussed here, the idea of maintaining 
the current copyright levy system and 
simply expanding it to include general-
purpose devices is not an acceptable 
solution for all stakeholders, including—
most importantly—the public. In fact, 
failure to adapt the system to present-day 
technological trends will hinder innovation 
in both the IT and music industries.

The reward systems in Japan, as well 
as those in place elsewhere, must be 
carefully tailored to support creators 
while not unduly burdening consumers 
or the digital world. n

Global music sales in 2017 were $17.3 billion,  
up 8.1 percent from the previous year

GLOBAL RECORDED MUSIC INDUSTRY REVENUES 1999–2017 (US$ BILLIONS)
SOURCE: IFPI
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www.club360.jp

Club 360 specializes in physiotherapy, 
sports massage, personal training,  
and group fitness classes.

• Assessments and treatments performed by  
a team of internationally trained, registered  
and experienced physiotherapists

• Private treatment rooms

• Large, fully equipped rehabilitation gym

• Central location, just a 3-minute walk  
from Roppongi Hills

• Consultations available in English  
and Japanese

✓ Sports injuries

✓  Musculoskeletal and spinal conditions  
(neck and back pain)

✓ Ergonomic and postural assessments

✓ Gait assessments

✓ Rehabilitation programmes

Address: B1 CMA3 Bldg. 3-1-35 Moto-Azabu, Minato-ku • Nearest stn: Roppongi

Hours: Open 7 days a week • Tel: 03-6434-9667

TOKYO’S PREMIER MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
REHABILITATION CENTER



Next-Gen Hospitality
New regional program prepares tomorrow’s managers

By the ACCJ-Kansai External Affairs Committee

KANSAI

O
n November 27, Kansai Gaidai 
University held a ceremony on its 
campus in Hirakata, Osaka Prefecture, 

to announce the start of its new English 
language-based Hotel Management 
Program (HMP) for Japanese students. 

Featured speakers for the event were 
Frank Haas of the University of Hawaii, 
Tadayuki Hara of the University of Central 
Florida, and Ari Kastrati, senior vice 
president of Food & Beverage Strategy 
for MGM Resorts International. 

“It is our honor to be asked to contri-
bute our expertise and resources to 
support Kansai Gaidai, one of the most 
internationally minded universities in 
the Kansai Region, in its effort to respond 
to the hospi tality industry’s talent needs 
in the Japan market,” Kastrati told 
The ACCJ Journal. “This is an excellent 
opportunity for all future stakeholders.”

PROBLEM SOLVERS 
In 2016, the American Chamber of 
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) Kansai 
External Affairs Committee (EAC), led by 
Arthur Matsumoto and Steve Iwamura, 
began organizing periodic meetings 
with the general managers (GMs) of 10 
foreign-flagged hotels in Kansai to discuss 
common challenges faced by the region’s 
hospitality industry. 

One very important obstacle identified 
by the GMs was the lack of global Japanese 
talent to draw upon for their workforce 
and future management. 

From these meetings sprung the idea for 
the HMP. Iwamura said: “Japan’s hospitality 
industry is under going rapid change and will 
be a primary driver of the Kansai economy. 
Labor shortages—especially at the manage-
ment level—will be a significant challenge. 
The ACCJ-Kansai bridged a collaborative 
effort between the GMs, Kansai Gaidai 
leadership, and the students to address 
this challenge.” 

Kastrati added: ”We believe the HMP 
opens up infinite possibilities for aspiring 
students by creating a channel of collabora-
tion between operators and academics to 
build meaningful internships and guest 
lectures through which we can showcase the 
latest innovations from our resorts around 
the world.”

TAKING SHAPE 
Follow-up meetings between the GMs, the 
EAC, and Stephen A. Zurcher, dean of 
Kansai Gaidai’s Asian Studies program, 

led to the development of a prototype HMP 
at Kansai Gaidai University in fall 2017. 
Based on the success of the initial classes 
and internships, the university launched 
the HMP in earnest in fall 2018. This effort 
has turned out to be a wonderful example 
of collaboration between industry and 
education, facilitated by the ACCJ-Kansai, 
to solve a human resources gap that exists 
in the local hotel industry. 

The Kansai Gaidai HMP is a two-year 
program that comprises two semesters 
of study at the university followed by a 
semester abroad at partner institutions 
that are highly ranked for their hospitality 
education. Examples include the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University and Virginia 
Tech University in the United States, both 
ranked in the top 10 globally for their 
hospitality education. 

 Internships in Kansai and abroad are 
included in the program, reflecting the 
cooperation between the school and 
industry. Students will spend eight-to-12 
weeks in such internships to supplement 
the three semesters of course studies. 

The semester that began in fall 2018 has 
31 students enrolled, and the goal for 
fall 2019 is 100. In the future, the program 
will be open to non-Japanese students as 
well. Eventually, graduates of the Kansai 
Gaidai HMP will work in local hotels 
and in the proposed integrated resort 
in Osaka as entry-level managers and, 
hopefully later in their careers, as GMs. n

Professor Satoshi Ichitani teaches HMP students.

From left: MGM’s Jiro Kawakami, Ari Kastrati, Stephen A. Zurcher, and Frank Haas
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CITY VISION

The seventh-largest city in Japan, Kobe has a long 

history of global trade and was one of the first cities 

to open up to the West in the mid-19th century. Its 

many charms draw tourists from around the world—

both to the city and the scenic areas around it. 

Kobe was once an economic powerhouse. Within the Kansai 
region, it was dubbed Kobe Kabushiki Kaisha (or Joint-Stock 
Corporation City), partially in reference to the success of 
ambitious city projects undertaken from the 1970s to 1990s. 
Such projects included the creation of two artificial isles—
Port Island and Rokko Island—which house harbor facilities, 
museums, and residential neighborhoods. From 1973 to 1978, 
Kobe was home to the world’s busiest container port.

But in recent decades, the city has faced significant 
challenges that have drastically affected its economic and 
social prospects. The Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake of 
1995 killed some 4,600 people in Kobe, left more than one-
fifth of the office buildings in the central business district 
unusable, destroyed road and rail bridges, and demolished 
80 percent of the quays at the city’s port.

While the city has rebuilt and recovered, a return to the 
its economic heyday seems elusive. Although as of 2017 
Kobe has the second-busiest container port in Japan and 

traffic from cruise ships is driving business to the dock, it has 
not reclaimed its status as a global port city—and doesn’t 
seem likely to do so in the near future.

CHALLENGES 
Some of the seeds of Kobe’s economic decline were planted 
even before the earthquake, according to Steve Iwamura, 
co-chair of the External Affairs Committee at the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) Kansai chapter 
and partner at the Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC Osaka 
office. “Kobe’s economy was already losing momentum—for 
example, the Port of Kobe was already being challenged by 
competition from South Korea and other countries prior to 
the Hanshin quake. The quake itself was not the only reason 
for the subsequent economic decline of Kobe.”

Iwamura says Kobe’s long history of cosmopolitan culture 
and foreign investment was disrupted by market forces. 
“When I became head of the ACCJ-Kansai in 1996, six of 
the top 24 corporate taxpayers in Hyogo Prefecture were 
foreign companies. Some of these companies were pharma 
related, and later moved to Tokyo due to mergers spurred 
by industry consolidation. I think that Kobe did not see this 
coming and had to play catch-up.”

The city has had to confront other challenges as well. 
Since 2012, Kobe’s population has been decreasing, and the 
city is aging at a rapid pace. Another alarming demographic 

By Alec Jordan 

Kobe has big plans for 2020 and beyond 
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trend is that students who graduate from local universities 
are faced with a lackluster job market in the city. As a result, 
they end up moving to Tokyo.

ACTION PLAN 
These factors threaten to deprive Kobe of its dynamism, 
which, coupled with its international flair, are part of the city’s 
historical DNA. However, Kobe is confronting its challenges 
head on. The city has formulated an action plan known as 
the Kobe 2020 Vision, which aims to address the city’s most 
significant problems.

As the project’s website explains, Kobe 2020 Vision seeks 
to “improve the quality of the city and the quality of life, as 
well as to overcome the issue of population decline” through 
a plan based on six pillars:

n Providing attractive jobs for young people 
n Improving the city’s culture, arts, and sports offerings to 

draw in young people
n   Creating a social system that enables the young 

generations to prioritize marriage, childbirth, raising 
children, and education

n Building a promising environment for the next generation 
n Offering a comfortable lifestyle
n  Developing cooperation with surrounding municipalities 

and prefectures

Ken Fujioka, section manager in Kobe City’s Industry-
Academia Collaboration Division, explained that there 
are a number of ways in which the city has been bringing 
these pillars to life. To encourage Kobe’s citizens to start 
their own businesses, two projects have been implemented.

The first is Urban Innovation Kobe, which tackles social 
issues by facilitating collaboration between high-tech, 
innovative startups and city officers who have an in-depth 
understanding of social and regional concerns. As part of 
the program—the first in Japan to facilitate collaboration 
between startups and city officials—public offices announce 
what kind of issues they have and publicly call for startups 
that can provide a solution. The selected companies then 
work with the city for four months to develop an app or 
system and conduct demonstration tests, receiving mento-
ring throughout the process.

The other project has been developed in collaboration 
with the well-known Silicon Valley–based accelerator 
500 Startups, which was welcomed to Kobe in 2016. The 
city partnered with the accelerator to launch 500 Kobe 
Accelerator, an entrepreneur training program that features 
mentoring by entrepreneurs who have experience working in 
Silicon Valley, lectures by a variety of industry experts, and 
opportunities for community building among startups. In 
2018, there were 237 applicants and 22 teams participated 
in the program.
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MOVING FORWARD 
Fujioka explained that, along with the support for startups 
in a wide variety of fields, Kobe is putting its weight behind 
four key industries:
 
n Aerospace 
n Medical, health, and welfare 
n Environment and energy 
n Agriculture and food 

In general, the city provides support 
in the form of facility investments, 
product development, and sales 
expansion. For example, in the area 
of environment and energy, Kobe 
is working with Kawasaki Heavy 
Industries Ltd., Iwatani Corporation, 
and the Electric Power Development Co., Ltd.—commonly 
known as J-POWER—to develop transport supply chains for 
hydrogen generated from coal.

To address the issue of local graduates leaving Kobe to work in 
Tokyo, the Hyogo-Kobe University Consortium has established 
a local employment project. This program organizes events at 
which students can talk to local business owners in person and 
experience group discussions and job interviews in a realistic 
environment. There is also a scholarship program for Kobe 
University students who intend to start their own businesses in 
the city after graduation.

When it comes to employment figures, there has been 
some encouraging—if not dramatic—progress. In 2012, 
there were 719,200 people employed in Kobe, and the 
employment ratio, which compares the number of emplo-
yed people with the number of people who are 15 years or 
older, was 53.5 percent. In 2017, there were 760,200 people 
employed and the employment ratio was 56.3 percent—an 

increase of 2.8 percent since 2012.
To address another of the Kobe 2020 

Vision pillars, the city is making it easier 
for families to find childcare and for 
mothers to return to the workforce. To 
increase staffing at preschools, Kobe is 
offering new hires a ¥1.4 million bonus. 
And, in April 2017, the city opened a 
working parents support center designed 
to help mothers find jobs and get training 

that will help them return to work.
Finally, Fujioka explained that the city was looking to 

harmonize its efforts and initiatives with those of neighboring 
municipalities and the government of Hyogo Prefecture. 
Some of these efforts include setting up opportunities for 
prefecture–city cooperation, such as by co-relocating related 
organizations to improve the services that Kobe and Hyogo 
can offer citizens. As part of these initiatives, the Hyogo-
Kobe Business Consulting Center was opened to conso lidate 
consultation services for small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs). The center makes it possible for businesses to receive 

In 2017, there were 
760,200 people employed 
and the employment ratio 
was 56.3 percent—an 
increase of 2.8 percent 
since 2012. 

KEN FUJIOKA
Section manager in Kobe’s Creative 
City Promotion Office

STEVE IWAMURA
Co-chair of the External Affairs Committee  
at the ACCJ and partner at the Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu LLC Osaka Office
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STEPHEN ZURCHER
ACCJ vice president–Kansai  
and a Kobe resident

MARYANNE JORGENSEN
Chair of the ACCJ–Kansai Women in Business 
Committee and director of MAJ Global
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guidance and suggestions about support schemes from Kobe 
City, Hyogo Prefecture, and the Kobe Chamber of Commerce.

ROOM TO GROW 
Stephen Zurcher, ACCJ vice president–Kansai and a Kobe 
resident, is optimistic about the city’s ability to make itself 
an attractive place for younger Japanese people to live. “As 
a resident of Kobe, I know that the quality of life in the city 
is very high. You can find interesting things to do and places 
to eat—some quite remarkable. On that basis, I think if Kobe 
can create the infrastructure that supports young people and 
young families, then it can continue to thrive. Our apartment 
building on Port Island is now filled with young families, 
as our location is safe, there are parks close by, childcare 
is available—which we used—and there is a strong sense 
of community in the building.”

Assessing the pillars that support Kobe 2020 Vision, Iwamura 
thinks it is important to lead by example. “I think the best way 
for cities to increase their attractiveness is to implement strategic 
smart-city concepts which reflect their vision, and actually 
show a greater understanding of their employees, residents, 
and businesses. For example, I understand that Kobe is moving 
toward digitalizing medical records and other documents. This 
should increase the quality of patients’ experiences, make the 
operations of hospitals more 
efficient, and enable better 
care for tourists needing 
sudden medical attention 
during their visits to Japan. 
I think that, by starting with 
themselves first, cities will 
create credibility and a new 
culture of results-driven collaboration that both residents 
and companies will find attractive. If local government can 
lead the culture change of their city, residents and the private 
sector will follow.”

From his own experience, Zurcher feels that Kobe has an edge 
over Tokyo when it comes to lifestyle, but believes that creating 
jobs that will make new graduates want to stay is crucial. “Our 
family had a choice of living in Tokyo again or living in Kobe. 
We chose Kobe. Frankly, the quality of life is better in Kobe 
than in Tokyo. But there are more jobs in Tokyo. So, to keep 
our graduates here, we need to provide sufficient jobs that are 
equivalent in interest and benefits to the jobs available in other 
areas of Japan.”

One place where he sees an opportunity for new jobs is 
with innovative SMEs, which he believes can find success if 
they look overseas for customers. “In my opinion, you have 

to teach SMEs from the beginning to think beyond Japan 
for their markets. This is not easy to do, but if a startup can 
target customers on the larger stage their chances of success 
will improve.” 

FAMILY FIRST 
When it comes to supporting working mothers and members 
of the workforce with young families, MaryAnne Jorgensen, 
chair of the ACCJ–Kansai Women in Business Committee 
and director of MAJ Global, a provider of leadership training, 
believes that cities such as Kobe should be able to offer not just 
nursery schools and daycare, but also means of support that 
can help working families deal with matters that fall between 
the cracks. 

“At the city level, I think cities can continue to build the range 
of services they offer to working families—not only daycare, 
but related services such as the family support system that is 
found in many municipalities,” she said. “For example, when 
both parents need to leave early for a business trip, what kind 
of childcare options are available in the hours before daycare 
opens? I remember scrambling at times like that.” 

Iwamura also believes that Kobe has the opportunity to set 
standards in this difficult area of work–life balance. “Again, 
I think that Kobe must, itself, begin by leading the change 

with its own employees. It can 
ask its suppliers and service 
providers to change with them, 
and make childcare services and 
career training a cornerstone 
of their business attraction 
initiatives. I think the direction 
of these initiatives begins with 

listening directly to the needs of the people struggling with 
these issues, done in a practical manner by truly independent 
service providers, who will deliver research results with 
accuracy, no matter how inconvenient the issues may be to 
fix. Common recognition of the facts can lay the foundation 
for public–private collaboration.” 

Lastly, though one of the pillars of Kobe 2020 Vision is 
developing cooperation between Kobe’s neighboring munici-
palities and the prefectures beyond Hyogo, Iwamura believes 
that Kobe needs to look well beyond its own shores to truly 
put itself in a position to rebound. “Kansai is going to make 
up for lost time and grow again. I would like to see Kobe both 
grow with Kansai and re-energize its global business attraction 
and collaboration. Kobe has a fantastic cosmopolitan heritage. 
Projecting this cosmopolitanism overseas should be a major 
part of Kobe’s vision.” n

Kobe has a fantastic cosmopolitan 
heritage. Projecting this cosmo-
politanism overseas should be a 
major part of Kobe’s vision.
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Japan Gives
Rugby a Try
Before the Rugby World Cup 2019 kicks off, In Japan TV 

spoke with rugby stars Hitoshi Ono (Brave Blossoms) 

and Hiroyuki Misaka (Japan Wheelchair Rugby), as 

well as coaches and VIPs to discuss the sport’s famed 

teamwork and diversity, plus how it creates business 

opportunities in Japan.

To be featured on In Japan TV, please contact: Anthony Head • 03-4540-7730 • anthony@custom-media.com

www.injapantv.com WATCH NOW



Kobe’s strong infrastructure for scientific and 

medical research has attracted many companies 

from around the world, inclu ding Eli Lilly. The 

Indianapolis, IN-based pharmaceutical developer, 

which is a Corporate Sustaining Member of 

the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan 

(ACCJ), set up its Japan headquarters in the city. 

To find out why, The ACCJ Journal interviewed 

Eli Lilly Japan K.K. Representative Director and 

President Patrik Jonsson, who also serves on the 

ACCJ Board of Governors as Governor–Kansai. 

Why did Eli Lilly choose Kobe? 
We have been supplying our medicines to people in Japan 
since the beginning of the 20th century. However, during 
the first 70 years, this was done mainly through our Osaka-
based partner, Shionogi & Co., Ltd. When we established 
our own presence in Japan in 1965, it was natural for us to 
be close to them. At that time, Kansai was already home to 
many pharma ceutical companies. 

We are working in close partnership with the City of 
Kobe, Hyogo Prefecture, and many other stakeholders. We 
believe it is good to be a big fish in a small pond, rather 
than the opposite. This helps us create an ecosystem that 
incentivizes innovation as well as a community that allows 

and encourages all to thrive—regardless of age, gender, or 
other characteristics—and to have a good work–life balance. 

When deciding where to place our headquarters, it was critical 
in the final decision-making to take into account the community 
and the people who have allowed and enabled us to grow over 
the decades. With their support, we have become one of the 
10 largest pharmaceutical companies in Japan. That is why 
we are staying in Kobe. This is where most of our employees 
and their families are based. Their lives are here, and so are 
our company roots and history. 

What makes Kobe a great place to live? 
The overall scenery—we are close to the ocean and the 
mountains—makes Kobe a wonderful place to live. The 
quality of life is recognized as being very good, and Kobe 
is also known for its good schools—including globally 
recognized international schools with high academic 
performance. And when you find that there is something 
you miss in Kobe, you are very close to one of the world’s 
largest metropolitan areas: Osaka. You can find more or less 
anything there. 

How do you see Kobe’s business environment? 
We view the future of Kobe very positively. We believe that, 
with the facilities of the Kobe Biomedical Innovation Cluster 
and several major innovative pharmaceutical companies in 
the area, we are well situated to maintain a leading position 
for partnership between industry–academia and public 
interests. Thus, we are both excited and curious to see what 
the future will bring. n

PRIME 
LOCATION 
Eli Lilly’s Patrik Jonsson  
on Kobe’s strengths 
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1. Cutting-edge projects
Facilities and tech such 
as the Kobe Biomedical 
Innovation Cluster and 
the K computer, one of 
the world’s fastest super 
computers, lead the way.

Five advantages of investing in Kobe

2. Easy access 
A strong infrastructure—
including land, sea and 
air transport—offers 
huge advantages for 
businesses, logistics 
and lifestyle for expats.

3. Comfortable living
International schools, 
shopping, communities 
and more create an ideal 
living environment for 
employees of overseas 
corporations and families.

4. Support system
Preferential treatment 
and a support system for 
initial investment stages, 
such as subsidies for the 
rental of office space, 
help businesses succeed.

5. Global home
Many overseas firms 
already call Kobe home, 
creating a community 
that offers extensive 
business opportunities 
and global presence.

Invest in Kobe: https://global.kobe-investment.jp/english/
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In 2018, the City of Kobe marked the 150th 

anniversary of its port, which has become a key hub 

of global trade and the gate way to western Japan. 

With the Rugby World Cup (RWC) bringing matches 

to the area in September, even more eyes will be on 

Japan’s seventh-largest city. To learn how leaders 

view this opportu nity, The ACCJ Journal sat down 

with Kobe Mayor Kizo Hisamoto to discuss his 

expecta tions for the RWC 2019 and how to attract 

and promote the Kobe brand to the world

How can Kobe attract more foreign investment?
Our city originated with the port and, soon after its establish-
ment, western Japan’s first railway service commenced between 
Osaka and Kobe, leading to many private railways being set up 
in the area. Today, Kobe can be conveniently accessed by land, 
sea, and air.

After World War II, the first Shinkansen—or bullet train—
went into service and the high ways were improved. Then, in 
2006, Kobe Airport opened and gave our city all the necessary 
connections for land, sea, and air access. We operate the 
Kobe-Kansai Airport Bay Shuttle, a high-speed ferry between 
Kobe Airport and Kansai International Airport. The trip takes 
just 30 minutes, so people feel comfortable coming to Kobe 
from Kansai International Airport. And with construction of a 
highway running along side Osaka Bay set to be completed in 
about 10 years, it will be even easier for people and products to 

flow to and from Osaka and other parts of western Japan. As a 
result, Kobe’s long-term prospects will be dramatically improved.

In April 2018, the city handed over opera tion of Kobe Airport 
to the privately run company Kansai Airports. This is a subsi-
diary of Kansai Airports, which operates Osaka’s two air ports: 
Osaka International Airport and Kansai Inter national Airport. 
The resulting transportation-related convenience, together with 
support by local govern ments for foreign industries wishing 
to set up in the area, should go far in boosting our potential.

Further, with eight international schools in Kobe, we are 
proud to be providing schooling that meets the needs of 
foreign executives’ families.

For what industry is Kobe known?
Kobe continues to meet the challenges of new and diverse 
industries. Since before World War II, the city has been known 
for its manufacturing. But, following the Great Hanshin-Awaji 
Earthquake in 1995, we began developing our health care 
industry. Today, we have the largest biomedical cluster in the 
country. High-level institutes such as Riken, which is dedicated 
to physical and chemical research, have research laboratories 
in Kobe, and our hospitals provide high-tech medical services 
and high-level medical treatments.

In 2018, Dr. Tasuku Honjo, a leading immu no logist in Japan’s 
pharma  ceutical industry, was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine. As a result, Kobe is expected to be the 
focus of greater international attention, which should attract 
more investment from abroad.

What does Kobe offer startups and entrepreneurs?
Kobe is ideal for global startups and entre pr eneurs because we 
offer them useful projects. For example, 500 Startups—based in 
San Francisco and the world’s greatest accelerator of startups—

Kobe Mayor Kizo Hisamoto on why 
you should invest in or visit his city

FIRST PORT
OF CALL

By Lily Fukuoka
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chose to run its first Japanese program in Kobe. In 2018, we 
held the third program, which has had about 240 applications 
from around the world. More than half the applications have 
come from overseas—especially from Asian countries. The 
company offers one of the best chances for entrepreneurs 
to expand their business globally and, as a result of all the 
activity, Kobe has become a city where young people feel 
free to challenge themselves and build their businesses.

How do foreign companies evaluate Kobe?
In terms of the business environment, we are located in the 
economic center of western Japan and close to Osaka, the 
nation’s second-largest city. Kobe is ideal for the healthcare 
industry, with high-level super-computing researchers and 
top researchers from around the world. Further, since we 
are close to the sea, summer and winter are generally milder 
than elsewhere in Japan.

Does Kobe have a history of rugby?
We have a local team called the Kobelco Steelers, which 
is known as one of the most powerful squads in the Japan 
Top League. The team is owned by Kobe Steel, Ltd., one of 
the largest and oldest manufacturing companies in Japan. 
Because we are home to the Steelers, our citizens have long 
been familiar with rugby and are very much looking forward 
to the RWC 2019.

What does Kobe offer visitors?
We will host RWC 2019 matches 
with powerful teams such as England, 
Scotland, Ireland, and South Africa. 
They will take on squads from the 
United States, Russia, and elsewhere. 
The matches themselves are, of course, 
very attractive, and we offer a variety 
of entertainment that can be enjoyed before and after games. 
Not only in Sannomiya, which is the main part of our city, 
but also in beautiful areas such as Harborland and Meriken Park, 

where you can have good food while enjoying one of the best 
views of the sea in Japan.

Kobe has many different faces. There is the old settlement 
part of the city that exudes an exotic atmosphere, as well as 
an area where you can feel the lively atmosphere of traditional 

markets. I hope people visit both.
Also, not too far from the city center, 

is Mount Rokko. There you can enjoy 
the beautiful night view and nice 
restaurants. We plan to provide city 
guides for visitors as well.

Additionally, we provide English-
language services in most public places, and offer English 
training for our employees at city hall and other public 
facilities. We strive to offer good service in languages other 
than Japanese, and specialists at the Kobe City University 
of Foreign Studies can assist in a number of languages 
besides English.

What is the history of Kobe beef?
During the Edo Period (1603–1868), we did not eat beef. But 
after the port was opened in the Meiji Period (1868–1912), Kobe 
became known as the first Japanese city in which people learned 
to enjoy eating beef.

The first governor of Hyogo Prefecture, Hirobumi Ito, was 
one such person. He was known to be internationally minded, 
spoke English very well, and was the first prime minister of 
Japan, from 1885 to 1888. Today, Ito is known as the first person 
ever to eat beef in Japan, and it is said that he first tried beef in 
Kobe. Ito enjoyed the international lifestyle that already existed 
in Kobe in those days. Like the port, Hyogo marked its 150th 
anniversary in 2018.

Any final message for rugby fans and investors?
It is a great honor for Kobe to have been chosen as a host 
city for the RWC 2019. Please take advantage of this chance to 
enjoy our city and promote friendship between our peoples. n

Kobe has become a city 
where young people feel free 
to challenge themselves and 
build their businesses.
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Try Kobe beef right at the source.

The Shin-Kobe Ropeway offers stunning views of city and sea.
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Visiting Japan just got more expensive. Slightly. 

On January 7, a departure tax went into effect that 

levies a fee of ¥1,000 (about $9) on anyone leaving 

the country—whether they are visitors from overseas 

or Japanese citizens traveling abroad.

While added costs of any kind may seem to be a negative, the 
travel sector broadly welcomed the move—on the understanding 
that the money raised will go back into promoting Japan as a 
unique and fascinating destination.

The fee, officially known as the International Tourist Tax 
(ITT), is being added to the cost of the tickets of anyone leaving 
Japan through an airport or seaport. Transit passengers who 
depart the country within 24 hours of arriving and children 
under the age of two are exempt.

FUNDING GROWTH 
According to the website of the Japan National Tourism 
Organization (JNTO), the ITT is “a small tax that will make 
a significant difference.” 

Revenue will be invested in creating a more comfortable 
and “stress-free tourist environment,” the JNTO said. This 
includes improving access to information about a wide range 
of tourist attractions around the country and developing 
tourism resources by “taking advantage of the unique cultural 
and natural assets of different parts of the country.”

In a statement, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism added that it aims to make Japan 
“the top tourist destination.” 

The ITT is the first new national tax introduced by Japan in 
27 years—a fact the government has been keen to point out.

The government estimates that it will earn about $540 million 
each year from the tax, a figure that will inevitably increase as 
tourist numbers continue to rise. The additional funds will help 

IN DEFENSE OF THE 
TOURIST TAX

Sector backs new levy—if it is  
well spent and not wasted

By Julian Ryall
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Around the globe, more 
than 30 nations impose 
similar departure taxes 
on visitors
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Japan reach its annual target of 40 million inbound tourists 
by 2020, the year in which Tokyo will host the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games, and the even more ambitious target of 
60 million arrivals by 2030. 

In 2018, a total of 31.19 million tourists arrived in Japan, a 
record high and up 8.7 percent from the previous year.

SECTOR SUPPORT 
While the travel industry as a whole has expressed its support 
for the tax initiative, they are awaiting further details on exactly 
how the windfall will be reinvested in a sector that has become 
the third-largest earner for the national economy.
“We have received information that suggests money will be 
spent on airport facilities as well as two other areas, but with 
few specifics,” said Alison Espley, managing director of sales 
for Japan and the Pacific for United Airlines and vice chair 
of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) 
Transportation Committee.
“The committee’s position is that the funds should be used to 
benefit those who have paid them—meaning customers of the 
airport who are financing the tax—and that the funds should 
be spent on facilities to ensure the continued competitiveness 
of Japan’s airports compared to others in the Asia–Pacific 
region,” she told The ACCJ Journal. “This 
could include transportation to and from the 
city and connectivity between airports.”
“This will help to ensure that foreign visitors, 
whether traveling for business or pleasure, 
receive a strong and positive impression of 
Japanese efficiency at the beginning and the 
end of their trip.”

The committee also favors using the money to help fund 
security measures for aviation, such as the introduction of facial 
recognition technology, which would lift the requirement 
for airlines to cover 50 percent of the cost of airport security 
as dictated by Japanese law. Espley said this model is “not 
normal,” as in most countries—including the United States—
the government covers all security-related costs. 

The committee does not, however, support spending the 
tax money on upgrades to Wi-Fi facilities in urban areas, 
multilingual information at famous tourist spots, new toilet 
facilities, or construction of integrated resorts, Espley said.

BROAD BENEFIT 
Sanae Sekiya, a senior partner at the Tri-Star Legal Office 
in Yokohama and co-chair of the ACCJ Tourism Industry 

Committee, believes the new tax will 
ultimately benefit the industry. 
“I am for the departure tax if it is used not 
only for encouraging tourism in Japan 
but also for considering issues like over-
tourism in places such as Kyoto, Osaka, 
Fukuoka, and Hokkaido, all of which 

are packed with visitors,” she said.
And that problem is only going to intensify as more foreign 

travelers come to Japan, she said, so measures that, for example, 
encourage people to get off the well-worn Golden Route that 
links Tokyo with Kyoto and Osaka are welcome.

Sekiya plays down concerns that the new levy might dis-
courage travelers—even those who are on a budget—from 
coming to Japan.

The Port of Yokohama is a popular stopping point for cruise ships.

All air and sea travelers will pay ¥1,000 extra to depart.
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“Other countries, such as Australia, Mexico, Hong Kong, and 
Cambodia, impose a departure tax on tourists, and they still 
have budget travelers,” she pointed out. “I think a departure tax 
of less than $10 is acceptable, as long as Japan has something 
attractive to offer travelers.”

COMMON PRACTICE 
Around the globe, more than 30 nations impose similar 
depar ture taxes on visitors, ranging from a mere $3.50 to 
leave Bangladesh to the $95 required to depart from Fiji.
“When we consider the significant growth in tourism for 
Japan, it is logical to review different methods that can 
generate funding dedicated to improving the travel and 
guest experience,” said Steve Dewire, general manager 
of the Grand Hyatt Tokyo and co-chair of the Tourism 
Industry Committee. 
“Other countries and cities around the world are taking 
this same approach to enhance the quality of their tourism 
experience, and I believe that this is the appropriate decision 
for Japan as well,” he said. 
“I think many inbound tourists are familiar with these 
kinds of taxes, which can take different forms in different 

countries. I do not believe this will deter tourism. But, we do 
need to be sure that the experience they have is constantly 
being enhanced through the timely and targeted use of 
these funds. 

Dewire pointed out that Japan has been exceeding earlier 
growth targets for tourism at a strong pace. “This trend 
should continue through the Olympic Games and then 
adjust for the future, based on the trends that come in the 
following decade. It is a remarkable time to see how Japan 
has been positioned on the world stage and all that is 
to come.” 

Back at United Airlines, Espley said that Japan’s tourism 
authorities have “done an excellent job of promoting inbound 
travel” and that the numbers—particularly reaching the target 
of 20 million annual arrivals fully two years ahead of plan—
speak for themselves. 
“We applaud the Japanese government’s focus on increasing 
inbound travel and admire the impressive results, but we 
believe that equal focus should be given to encouraging 
outbound travel from Japan,” she added. “While recognizing 
seasonal differences, for airlines to thrive, it is imperative 
that we have a balanced contribution of business.” n

In 2018, a total of 31.19 million tourists arrived 
in Japan from abroad, a record high and up  
8.7 percent from the previous year.
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GLOBAL GAINS
Japan isn’t the only country tapping travelers.  
Here are some other departure taxes from around the world.

Australia
A$60
(US$43)

China
CNY90

($13)

Germany
€7–42
(US$8–47)

Mexico
Mex$1,160

($61)

United Kingdom
£13–194
(US$17–254)



Luxury “lifestyle” preschool with 
concierge teaches trilingual 
sensorial experiments  
to its “diplomats”

By John Amari 

“You’re creating a problem for our society.”

That’s how one judge at a Tokyo court described 

Rina Bovrisse. At the time, in 2010, she was 

involved in a legal case of alleged workplace 

discri mination against women. Despite the 

legal setback—and dismissive statements from 

recruiters implying she was a troublemaker for 

corporations—Bovrisse put her life back together.

Today, she is the founder of the Chateau School, the most 
expensive international preschool in Tokyo. What’s more, 
she’s found her mojo again.

Speaking to The ACCJ Journal about founding her school, 
Bovrisse said, “Entrepreneurship is amazing. It’s almost like 
creating your own sculpture. It’s heavy. It’s hard to carry it. 
It’s hard to engrave. But, once you’ve made the shape, it’s there. 
That’s the joy of it.”

FASHION CALLING
Born and raised in Tokyo, Bovrisse’s early childhood was typical 
for one who comes from a well-heeled family. She attended 
international schools in Japan for junior high and then went to 
boarding school in the United States for high school.

International by instinct, it made sense that she would 
attend college abroad. She is a graduate of Parsons School 
of Design in New York, where she studied fashion, art, and 
design marketing. 

Bovrisse had previously attended the school’s European 
campus, Parsons Paris, and the College of Central Saint Martin, 
one of London’s premiere art schools, for one year each.

So, it was clear from a young age that fashion was her calling. 
And it made sense that her early career would straddle some 
of the industry’s major centers: New York, Paris, London, 
and Tokyo.

“When I left Tokyo, it was during the bubble era, so everyone 
in Japan was super confident. And my dream since elementary 
school was always to work in fashion,” she remembers fondly.

Indeed, hers has been a globetrotting journey that gained 
steam during Japan’s economic boom in the 1980s and early 
1990s, when she exuded a confident, happy-go-lucky attitude.

Her precipitous rise in the fashion industry in the 2000s, 
however, came crashing down when the global financial 
crisis hit in 2008. A year later, she lost her job.

CROSSING BORDERS
And it all started off so well. In 1998, Bovrisse’s first destination 
after college was Soho, one of New York’s trendiest neighbor-
hoods. Over time, she would live in the city for 20 years.

In her first position, she worked in the Soho public 
relations office and showroom of Japanese fashion label 
Comme des Garçons.

Not long after that, she was recruited by French fashion house 
Chanel, which also had a footprint in the city on 57th Street and 
Madison Avenue.

“With my background in Paris and London, I knew how to 
negotiate with Europeans. And, having grown up during Japan’s 

FROM FASHION  
TO NO FEAR
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bubble, I had experienced how a luxury brand could be mass 
marketed. So, they thought that I was a good person to hire.”

Still in her early twenties, it was Bovrisse’s responsibility to 
travel between Paris and New York, visiting a showroom in 
the French capital and coming up with proposals for fashion 
products that predicted market trends for the showroom 
in New York.

“We were pretty much their first marketing team in the United 
States, and we were such a small team. The US market only 
recognized the brand as perfume when I joined, and we changed 
that perception to one of a fashion brand with completely 
new product and marketing strategies that 
targeted a wider range of generations. It 
was great.”

While still with the same company, she 
relocated to Japan three years later, in 2003.

“They asked me to help open their 
biggest boutique in the world in Ginza. I was 
the buyer for the Grand Ginza and 38 boutiques nationwide.”

RETURNEE PROBLEM
As an only child, the move back to Tokyo should have been a 
highlight in her life. Not only did she receive a promotion, but 
it meant being close to family again.

Yet, no sooner had she returned than tragedy struck. Her 
mother suddenly passed away—and it happened while Bovrisse 
was in Paris on business.

Working up to 20 hours a day, and yet having not fully 
come to terms with her mother’s passing, she was somewhat 
at a loss. She couldn’t seem to find the time to process her 
grief, let alone the reality of her new work environment.

And the downward spiral was just beginning. As with many 
Japanese who return after having lived or worked abroad for 
many years, she felt discriminated against by colleagues.

“No one likes it when foreign-educated Japanese come 
back and work with Japanese people. They were very mean.”

It was not unusual for her to go to work only to find that 
a colleague had placed trash on her desk or inside her desk 
drawer, for instance.

“They hated me just because I was not Japanese-Japanese. 
So, the harassment level was really high.”

Rather surprisingly, some of the harassment came from 
female colleagues, many of whom were suspicious of her 
meteoric rise in the company. Bovrisse had become a senior 
executive by age 30. 

WORKING LIFE
Following medical advice to make use 
of herbal remedies, Bovrisse decided 
to make adjustments to her lifestyle. 
She began working fewer hours and 
socializing infrequently.

“I told everyone that I need to leave at 10:00 p.m. rather 
than 4:00 a.m. Remember, this was a time before Japan 
became conscious of working hours.”

Even then, she “always wondered why we worked so many 
hours in Japan, even though I was working for the same 
French company as I did in New York.”

One reason, she explained, is that the staff in Japan worried 
excessively about details. What’s more, no-one wanted to make 
a decision, so meetings stretched from one hour to the next.

“And, if I pointed out that it was taking too long, of course, 
I would get attacked.”

So she asked to be relocated back to New York. In the end, they 
found space for her in the office in Hawaii, which was a relief. 
“We worked from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,” she remem bers fondly.

Working as a buyer for the French fashion house, she would 
live in Hawaii for three years. She also started a family there.

Entrepreneurship is 
amazing. It’s almost 
like creating your 
own sculpture. 
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Chateau School products: World Diplomacy clock, school bags, and uniforms.
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But Hawaii’s honeymoon period wore off. Indeed, she was 
back to work within three weeks of her maternity leave.

And the regular two-day travel between Hawaii and Paris 
strained the bonds of marriage and motherhood.

“I was never home. And we didn’t have any support.”
What’s more, not many women executives in the fashion 

industry at the time had babies. As soon as Bovrisse checked 
in to a hotel in Paris during business trips, for instance, she 
would hand her son over to a babysitter.

In the end, the strain became intolerable, leading to the 
breakup of her marriage. And, when the global financial crisis 
hit in 2008, she was among a number of US-based executives 
to be laid off.

Luckily, the company relocated her to the Tokyo office. 
But she was concerned about how that work life and travel 
between Tokyo and Paris would impact her son, and decided 
to give up her career at Chanel, the dream that she had spent a 
decade building.

Instead, she took a different path focused on local opera tions 
and less international travel so that she could maximize the 
time spent with her son.

CORPORATE CULTURE
A return to Japan’s sometimes unforgiving corporate culture 
beckoned, this time with a major European fashion label’s 
Asia–Pacific operations.

“I was the first female executive in Tokyo to oversee entire 
operations in Japan, Guam, and Saipan—about 500 staff—
and reporting directly to the CEO.”

But soon after she started, she alleges, a new iteration of 
harassment towards her female staff began.

“What I witnessed was something that I had not seen before.”
Such acts as leaders threatening staff or forcing them to 

buy company products—most of which were prohibitively 
expensive for regular employees—shocked her.

According to Bovrisse, it was when she started to make 
inquiries about the allegations that she was harassed.

During one meeting with a senior manager, she claims she 
was questioned about her looks and advised to lose weight to fit 
into the company’s brand image, which favored slim and young 
women. This, she felt, was done to hurt her psychologically and 
to silence her.

When she took her complaints to the company’s headquarters, 
“they only cared about the illegal sales entry because of an 
upcoming IPO approval in Hong Kong.”

Shortly after her complaints, she alleges she was forced 
out of the com pany. That decision precipitated her gender 
discrimination case.

EDUCATION IS KEY
The civil case that she brought—and lost—lasted four years, 
ending in 2014. “The ruling was: ‘Well compensated women 
should absorb this level of harassment.’ And that came from a 
female judge,” Bovrisse recalls with dismay.

 What was her reaction to the verdict?
“No words. My career was gone. I lost the career that I’d built 
since I was young. My life was gone. My motherhood was gone. 
I lost everything.”

Reeling from shock following her legal defeat, Bovrisse was 
without work and her professional and personal lives were 
in tatters.

A single mother with no one to turn to, she looked inside 
herself and examined her experiences for answers. When she 
looked at her young son, a thought occurred to her that would 
change her life.

“I was really horrified to send him to Japanese schools. From 
what I had witnessed in my case, Japanese don’t speak about the 
problem; they choose to suffer rather than voice their concerns.”

When she spoke to a group of young female university under-
graduates about her experiences, none of them expressed any 
excite ment about entering the working world. 

That’s when the solution dawned on Bovrisse. “This is the 
problem. The more research I did, the more I realized that 
education is the key.”

Bovrisse was inspired by her son.
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Education is the best gift parents can 
give to their children, and I wanted to 
create something special from scratch 
for him. He inspired me so much on 
this new journey. 
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The school concept started as a creative workshop.

The flagship Chateau School Jewel Box in Azabu

BATTLE-HARDENED
The Chateau School began in 2011 in the small base ment of 
a building on the famous Cat Street in Tokyo’s fashionable 
Omotesando district. Bovrisse’s young son “was its 
first customer.”

Today, the school comprises two locations in Azabu and has 
almost 100 students called Diplomats.

Harking back to Bovrisse’s international experiences, a key 
value for the school is to teach children about the world’s 
cultural values, highlighting more than 100 countries in 
just nine months through sensorial experimentation using 
three languages.

But why focus on early childhood education?
“I always had this guilt trip regarding my son—that I was 

never there for him, even though I was always with him. 
For the first time, I wanted to do something that would be 

100 percent for him. Education is the best gift parents can 
give to their children, and I wanted to create something 
special from scratch for him. He inspired me so much on 
this new journey.”

Chateau School is the only “lifestyle” preschool in Tokyo, and 
is open 12 months a year and on national holidays. Anything 
parents cannot get help with at work or preschool is handled 
by the school’s concierge.

From a personalized door-to-door school bus linked to 
parents smartphones by GPS to organic school lunches, 
dinners, and snacks, as well as lessons, tutors, parties, nursery 
during school holidays, and a digital daily journal that parents 
can check from anywhere in the world while they travel for 
work, everything is taken care of. And this month, Chateau 
School is launching its creative second brand, Candy School.

Bovrisse today brings to bear all her life’s experiences 
to her entrepreneurial journey. Have those experiences 
prepared her well?

“Yes,” she replies almost immediately. “I have no fear now.” n
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The pace of content creation has never been faster. 

Each day, the world generates 2.5 quintillion bytes 

of data, and more than 90 percent of all data in 

existence has been produced since 2016. As 

transmission speeds accelerate and bandwidth 

increases, more and more of this content is  

shifting from text to audio and video. 

In the process, it is being hidden from search engines, 
locked away in multimedia formats that cannot be catalogued. 
A gold mine of information is waiting to be tapped if only the 
spoken word could be easily converted to text. Doing so by 
hand is time consuming and, often, prohibitively expensive. 
But that is changing with a new generation of technology 
driven by artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning.

WRITE IT DOWN
Information is what powers the world. It is also what powers 
Google, the go-to directory for 86 percent of internet users. 
The ubiquitous catalog created by Mountain View, CA-based 
tech giant Google LLC works by scanning websites and 
cataloging text. That inspiring video you created about your 
services? Invisible. That enlightening podcast interview with 
the company CEO? Silent.

“People and businesses are creating huge amounts of 
voice-based content in the form of interviews, conferences, 

webinars, tutorials, podcasts, customer calls, and meetings,” 
said Ashutosh Trivedi, co-founder of Spext, which has offices 
in California and India. “This content is living in monolithic 
media formats, such as MP3 audio files and MPEG video files, 
which are meant for long-form entertainment.”

While this content may be a powerful way to introduce your 
company, bring in new customers, and boost sales, none of that 
can happen until someone finds it.

Andre Bastie, chief executive officer and co-founder of 
Dublin, Ireland-based Happy Scribe, Ltd. explained: “By 
default, search engines do not retrieve audio content. For 
this reason, if you publish an audio or video file on the web, 
it will never appear in search results. This is a big issue for 
podcasters and media companies that publish a lot of audio 
and video content.”

However, to say that the video is invisible and the podcast 
is silent is only partially true. Google will catalog the page that 
contains the link or embedded player, but it can only see the 
description you placed alongside. It can’t read inside the 
files, so you had better beef up those keywords. What you 
really need is a transcript so that the wealth of information 
contained within is revealed to the automated sweeps that 
catalog our 2.5-quintillion-byte daily output.

TIME FACTOR
Creating that transcript isn’t simple though—at least it hasn’t 
been. Time and money add up quickly.

The time required for a human to transcribe voice to text is 
generally four minutes of work for each minute of audio. Costs 

TEXT 
TALKS
How artificial intelligence  
and machine learning are  
unlocking content

By C Bryan Jones
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range from 75 cents to $1.50 per minute. Suppose you have a 
one-hour podcast—a format more businesses are using as part 
of their marketing mix. To have a transcript created would, 
on average, take four hours and cost $30–60. Now suppose 
you produce one podcast per week. Or two. Or three. Costs 
rise quickly.

But what if the same task could be done in four minutes 
at a cost of just $6? That is what AI and machine learning 
are now making possible, and companies such as Spext and 
Happy Scribe are pushing the revolution forward.

Also in the mix is Temi, 
a service of San Francisco, 
CA-based internet startup Rev. 
“The time and productivity 
benefits of machine transcription 
are difficult to ignore, especially 
as the technology continues to 

improve,” said Mary Kenny, product manager at Temi. “I think 
that, one day, we may be in a world where audio and text are 
thought of not as distinct and separate media formats, but as the 
same content, interchangeable from one to the other.”

Bastie echoed the time-savings, touching on a way in which 
The ACCJ Journal has been making use of the technology for 
content development since last autumn: “Having a text version 
of your audio documents can save you hours of work. This is 
especially true for researchers who will have to search through 
dozens of interviews.”

INSTANT ACCESS
One such person is Jeremy Caplan, director 
of education at the Tow-Knight Center 
for Entrepreneurial Journalism at the 
City University of New York’s Newmark 
Graduate School of Journalism. Caplan 
spoke to The ACCJ Journal about his 
experience using the nascent technology.

“Machine transcription makes it easy and affordable to create 
quick, accurate transcripts of interviews and meetings. I can 
look back over interview notes and discussions and efficiently 
share key highlights without having to spend hours poring 
over recordings or listening to things over and over,” he said. 
“That means less time spent on menial tasks and more time for 
focusing on challenging questions and important decisions.

“Many professionals accustomed to dictating or keeping track 
of conversations in medicine, law, and business will find value 
in having almost-instant transcripts, because they can quickly 
share the material in scannable text form when time is of the 
essence. Journalists can use quick transcripts for breaking-news 
situations and to quickly and efficiently share raw material with 
readers in this era when transparency in journalism is crucial in 
helping reestablish trust for our profession.”

Trivedi pointed out an often-overlooked benefit: customer 
relations. “Transcribing customer meetings can also help you 
focus on building the relationship. You can record—with 
permission—and transcribe your customer meetings so that 
you can be fully present in the moment. That way, you don’t 
need to worry about taking notes, or wonder whether you’ll 
remember the details of the meeting later.” 

Additional uses he cited play into the marketing mix. 
“Transcripts can make media content reusable and generate 
more forms of the same content. An audio or video interview 
can be broken down into short-form content such as tweets, 
or easily converted to a blog post.”
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A gold mine of information 
is waiting to be tapped if 
only the spoken word could 
be easily converted to text.

ANDRE BASTIE
Chief executive officer and 
co-founder of Happy Scribe, Ltd.

ASHUTOSH TRIVEDI
Co-founder of Spext
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DEEP LEARNING
What has made this revolution in voice to text possible? 
Happy Scribe’s Bastie cites recent advances in machine learning. 
“It comes down to new algorithms using neural networks, and 
a lot of data—deep learning.” These advances, coupled with 
increasing computing power, were also cited by Temi’s Kenny 
as having “enabled massive improvements in speech recog ni-
tion accuracy.”

At the core is AI, but its role is more complex than one 
might think. “Intelligence has many facets,” said Trivedi, 
talking about how Spext is able to achieve close to 97-percent 
accuracy. “Understanding human speech and language is 
essential for intelligent machines to interact with humans in 
their own language.”

AI is also at the heart of Temi’s service, explained Kenny. 
“The primary components underlying our speech engine are 
automated speech recognition [ASR] and natural language 
processing [NLP]. ASR is the processing of speech to text while 
NLP is the processing of the text to understand its meaning.”

ACCURACY MATTERS
There’s a good chance that you have tried speech-to-text 
transcription before, either on your smartphone or using one 
of the speech-recognition software packages that has been 
around since the 1990s. You may have been disappointed with 
the results. While such programs could be trained for good 
accuracy with your own voice, today’s AI-powered tools are 
different. They are able to handle new voices, accents, and 
dialects—mixed within the recording—and deliver accuracy 
of greater than 95 percent.

In many fields, extreme accuracy is critical and can be 
a matter of life and death. Spext cites “close to 97 percent” 
accuracy for its machine-generated transcripts of English with 
accents. Trivedi explained how they achieve this: “Deep learning 
models, infrastructure to support deep-learning training, and 
huge amounts of data have made this possible. [Our engine] will 
also reach high accuracy in verticals where the language has 
specifics—in medical transcription, for example.” The company 
also recently launched a vertical product for those working in 
law to help manage court recordings and depositions.

This doesn’t mean that machine transcription is set to replace 
the human ear. “It still has a chance of error, so it cannot be 
used in very critical cases,” Trivedi said. “Human transcription 
or review is required in medical and legal domains, where 
accuracy must be 100 percent, so at Spext we believe in a 
hybrid model that uses the speed and scale of machines and an 
application for humans to review the result and make it useful.”

Spext can produce a transcript of a two-hour meeting in just 
five minutes, and other services show similar speed. That’s a far 
cry from the potential eight hours required for a human to do 
the same work.

Sharing his experience with this approach, Caplan explained: 
“Automated transcripts are very accurate for dictation. But 

Auto or  
Manual?
Although the accuracy of machine 
transcription is impressive and improving  
all the time, it may not be the right choice 
for every situation. Here is advice from 
Temi on selecting the best course:

CHOOSE AUTOMATED TRANSCRIPTION IF YOU:

 �Need a transcript immediately

 �Are limited on budget

 �Have clear audio with one or two speakers

 �Only need a rough draft

 �Have time to edit the results yourself

 �Want to search for keywords

 �Are looking for a few specific quotes

CHOOSE HUMAN TRANSCRIPTION IF YOU:

 �Need the most accurate results

 �Have a flexible budget

 �Don’t want to spend time on editing

 � Intend to publish the content

 � Recorded more than two speakers

 �Have audio with heavy accent
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when you record conversations with multiple speakers, the 
transcripts tend to be riddled with little errors. That’s why 
they’re best for ‘gist’ transcripts that give you the sense of the 
discussion, rather than for flawless word-for-word records. 
My name, Jeremy Caplan, might on occasion be rendered as 
‘Germany’s captain,’ and ‘a bucket of flowers’ might turn into a 
phrase like ‘buck it for flour.’ Still, with a bit of quick editing, 
you can clean up an auto-generated transcript in much less 
time than it would take to transcribe a recording manually.”

TOMORROW’S TECH
So where do we go from here? Bastie predicts that accuracy 
will greatly improve in the coming years, while Trivedi believes 
machine transcription or speech-to-text is going to become a 
commodity and will be available for all at no cost. 

“If you look at content forms—text, audio, and video—
each has its own advantages,” Trivedi said. “Text is easy to 
create, edit, share, search, remove, and host, whereas audio 
and video are not. In the future, we will be using text as an 
interface to create, share, and disseminate voice-based media.”

This can already be seen in Spext’s underlying technology, 
which provides a new kind of media file that fuses text and 
speech to make content easy to edit, share, and transform. 
“With machine transcription, you can know the exact time-

stamp of each word with millisecond accuracy,” Trivedi 
explained. “We have built our own AI model to accurately 
find the timestamp of each word in an audio or video file. 
This allows us to build innovative applications such as our 
fast clip creator and voice editor.”

That voice editor is the world’s first to use a transcript as 
the editing interface for media production. If you delete text, 
the corresponding audio is also removed. “This supercharges 
creating, publishing, and repurposing media,” he added. 
“Marketing teams don’t have to work with complex audio or 
video editing software. You can create clips from a long video 
by just copying and pasting text.”

Lastly, as AI’s mastery of English improves, diversity in 
languages will follow. At present, Temi’s automated transcrip-
tion service supports only English, but Rev’s human freelancers 
can work in more than 35 languages—including Arabic, 
Chinese, Dutch, French, Japanese, and Spanish—for sub titling 
and translation. Spext is working with more than 100 languages 
for automated transcription and Happy Scribe offers 119.

We may live in a multimedia world with sights and sounds 
swirling around us everywhere we go, but at the end of the day 
it is the written word that still rules. Thanks to AI, machine 
learning, and Big Data, tapping into all the senses—and making 
sure your content is found—is getting a whole lot easier. n

JEREMY CAPLAN
Director of education at the Tow-Knight 
Center for Entrepreneurial Journalism

MARY KENNY
Product manager at Temi

Many professionals accustomed 
to dictating or keeping track of 
conversations in medicine, law,  
and business will find value in  
having almost-instant transcripts.
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India, Japan, and other space-faring countries 

are waking up to a harsh reality: Earth’s orbit is 

becoming a more dangerous place as the United 

States, China, and Russia compete for control of 

the final frontier.

Growing fears that satellites could be threatened by newfangled 
space weapons or sophisticated hacking are forcing governments 
to think of their space programs not just as scientific endeavors 
but as pressing national security concerns.

China has a “sophisticated military space program in place,” 
said Rajeswari Pillai Rajagopalan, head of the Nuclear and 
Space Policy Initiative at the Observer Research Foundation, 
an independent think tank in India. So, countries such as 
India and Japan, which have promoted space development 
from a civilian and peaceful perspective, are increasingly 
driven to develop certain military characteristics.

This explains the recent decision by India and Japan to launch 
a space dialogue this March. The countries intend to cooperate 
not only on lunar exploration but also security, including 
surveillance sharing.

NERVOUS NATIONS
New Delhi is nervous because China has made no secret of 
its desire for influence in the Indian Ocean. China set up a 
naval base in Djibouti, a gateway to the ocean at the Horn of 
Africa. It also secured a 99-year lease to Hambantota Port in 
Sri Lanka and is deeply involved in development projects in 
the Maldives.

Beijing is “setting up capacities that can be used in the 
future,” Rajagopalan said. India, she added, “has been forced 
to join” the space defense race because, if it does not enhance 
its capabilities, it “will face certain disadvantages when it 
comes to conflicts.”

India has established itself as a player in the budget satellite 
business. It even put a probe into orbit around Mars in 2014, 
in a US-assisted project that cost just $76 million. But it is 
scurrying to enhance its ability to monitor China’s activities, 
and the partnership with Japan is part of this.

Another sign that space is becoming a defense focus for 
India came on December 19, when the country launched its 
third military communications satellite, the GSAT-7A. The 
satellite will connect with ground-based radar, military bases 
and aircraft, and drone control networks.

Japan, for its part, had space in mind when it published new 
national defense guidelines in December. Defense Minister 
Takeshi Iwaya told reporters at the time that space, cyber, and 
electromagnetic pulse attacks are major concerns in a security 
environment that is evolving with “extraordinary speed.”

All of this comes amid an intensifying technological race 
between the United States and China.

SPACE 
FORCE 

India–Japan dialogue reflects  

concerns over superpower space race 

By Nupur Shaw 

The NASA-JAXA Global Precipitation Satellite
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DARK SIDE
China’s success in landing a craft on the far side of the moon 
on January 3 came as a fresh reminder of its growing prowess. 
In late December, China also achieved global coverage with its 
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System. Only the United States, 
Russia, and the European Union previously had that capability.

China aims to launch a Mars explorer in 2020 and to complete 
its own Earth-orbiting space station around 2022.

These are ostensibly peaceful endeavors, and Beijing makes 
a point of promoting international cooperation. It announced 
last May that its space station would be open to all United 
Nations members.

“The China Space Station belongs not only to China but 
also to the world,” Shi Zhongjun, Chinese ambassador to 
the  United Nations, was quoted as saying by the state-run 
Xinhua News Agency.

But China’s progress has clear geopolitical and military 
implications, experts say.

Dean Cheng, a senior research fellow at the Heritage 
Foundation in the United States, called the moon mission 
“an enormous scientific achievement.” Still, he cautioned, 
“The Chinese have always viewed their space program as a 
political message,” Cheng said.
“Developing an advanced space capability,” he said, “will be 
exploited for political as well as military purposes.”

In the back of Indian and Japanese officials’ minds is likely 
a stunning test China conducted in 2007. Beijing successfully 
destroyed one of its own weather satellites with a weapon, 

becoming only the third nation to pull off such a feat, after 
the Soviet Union and the United States.
“Russian and Chinese destructive anti-satellite (ASAT) 
weapons probably will reach initial operational capability 
in the next few years,” according to the Statement for the 
Record: Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence 
Community, issued on March 6, 2018, by the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence.

NEXT BATTLEFIELD
The United States, meanwhile, is becoming more vocal 
about space as a new battleground, and is changing its 
military structure accordingly. In December, US President 
Donald Trump ordered the Department of Defense to 
create a Space Command, widely seen as a precursor to a 
full-fledged Space Force.

Vice President Mike Pence, while laying out a vision for a 
Space Force at the Pentagon in August, said, “As their actions 
make clear, our adversaries have transformed space into a 
war-fighting domain already, and the United States will not 
shrink from this challenge.”

Figuring out how to defend satellites and other space assets 
may be the biggest challenge of all. Yasuhito Fukushima, a 
research fellow at the National Institute for Defense Studies 
of Japan, said, “What makes it difficult is that in space, offense 
is overwhelmingly dominant over defense.”

There were 1,957 active satellites orbiting Earth as of 
November 30, according to the Union of Concerned 
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Scientists, a nonprofit US advocacy group. The United States 
had the most by far with 849, or 43 percent of the total. China 
was second with 284, followed by Russia with 152. Japan with 
75 and India with 57 had a combined 132. What can be done 
to protect the satellites?

Japan, India, and other countries increasingly emphasize a 
concept known as space situational awareness. The term refers 
to systems that keep tabs on conditions and threats in space—
from orbiting junk to satellite killers—using radar and sensors 
on the ground.

India has plans to set up five large ground stations and more 
than 500 small installations in five countries—Bhutan, Nepal, 
the Maldives, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka—The Times of India 
reported on January 3.

CODE OF CONDUCT
There are also broader diplomatic efforts afoot, as world 
powers look to establish laws or a nonbinding code of 
conduct for space. Yet they do not see eye to eye.

The European Union tried to push a “soft law” on inter-
national space activity, winning support from the United States, 
Japan, Australia, and others. China and Russia refused to play 
along, and India initially opposed it as well, perceiving the 
attempt as Europe foisting rules on developing countries.

China and Russia have their own proposal for banning 
space weapons with a treaty under the Geneva Conference 
on Disarmament. The United States opposes this, arguing 
the proposal fails to address ground-launched weapons and 
would make defending space assets impossible.

©2019 Nikkei Inc. Nikkei Asian Review is published 
    by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.

Nikkei staff writer Yuji Kuronuma in New Delhi and Nikkei 
Asian Review assistant politics and economy news editor 
Yujin Yanaseko in Tokyo contributed to this report.

“China and Russia have consistently tabled self-serving 
proposals that would not limit their own anti-satellite 
weapons development,” Cheng said.

Rajagopalan said India did not support China and Russia’s 
draft treaty either, partly due to “so many ambiguities.” But she 
would like to see India play an active role. “Unless India sits in 
the room and becomes an active participant, [it] will not have 
the upper hand.”

Either way, getting the superpowers to agree is always going 
to be difficult. That leaves Japan and India to find their own 
strategies and solutions.

Asked about the India–Japan dialogue, Cheng said the 
two countries are both “clearly uncomfortable with Chinese 
strategic expansion.”

“This cooperation, and the broader defense and foreign 
policy cooperation that we already see, will be a major part 
of the Asian security context in the coming decade.” n
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The global job market and talent pool are constantly 

changing, and developments in each industry can 

have an effect on the skills required of candidates. 

On January 17 Robert Walters Japan held an event 

to celebrate the launch of its 20th annual Salary 

Survey, at which they shared recruitment trends 

seen in 2018 and made predictions for the year to 

come. “Robert Walters was the first recruitment 

company to produce a comprehensive overview of 

salaries and recruitment trends across the world,” 

said Jeremy Sampson, managing director of Robert 

Walters Japan, as he opened the seminar. 

The latest Salary Survey is based on the analysis of perma nent, 
temporary, and contracted placements made by Robert Walters 
Japan during 2018 and predictions for the next 12 months. 
“Our salary surveys have become a widely used source of infor-
mation for both clients and candidates in the markets in which 
we operate.”

TRENDS
Starting with some of the key global trends observed in 
2018, Sampson noted that global demand for digital and 
tech skills continued to accele rate. “Digital transformation 
was prevalent across many industries, leading to a sustained 
demand for develop ment and digital specialists. Digitalization 
also remained a key trend, with specialists in cybersecurity, 
Big Data, and artificial intelligence highly sought after.” He 
added that blockchain and crypto-
currency were growth areas, and that 
startups utilizing machine learning 
and artificial intelligence continued to 
source talent—a great develop ment for 
candidates looking to get work on the 
cutting edge of technology. 

Noting that the talent pool in Japan 
is small, Sampson talked about trends 
and requirements in 2018 surrounding 

candidate skills. “Many companies focused on recruiting 
professionals familiar with global business and proficient in 
both English and Japanese, and, as seen in previous years, 
supply this year will continue to fall short of demand.” 

Sampson revealed that the job openings-to-applicant ratio 
in Japan is rising, and in 2018 it reached 1.6:1, which marked 
a 44-year high. Given these conditions, Robert Walters Japan 
observed that more than 50 percent of its IT client hires were 
non-Japanese. In an interview with The ACCJ Journal after the 
event, Sampson said: “There is a reduction in clerical work and 
positions, and increasing demand in the high-tech automation 
areas. This is placing an even greater strain on supply of pro-
fessionals who are technically skilled.”

MANAGING DIRECTOR 
Sampson joined Robert Walters Japan in 2006, and in 2009 was 
appointed to manage the newly formed sales and marketing 
industrial team. Then, in 2013, he was named director of the 
commerce and industry team, which he rapidly grew into 
nine specialized teams. And, in August 2018, he was appointed 
managing director of Robert Walters Japan.  

During our post-event discussion, Sampson talked about his 
experience at Robert Walters and how it prepared him for the 
role of managing director. “I come in with 13 years’ experience 
at Robert Walters Japan. For the past several years, I have success-
fully been building teams and building our business. In particular, 
I established our manufacturing recruitment prac tice, which 
makes up one of the largest parts of our business here in Japan,” 
he explained. 

“We are one of the longest-existing global recruitment 
companies in Japan. And since I joined 13 years ago, we have 
been recognized as the number-one foreign company in the 
market. We still are today. That is something I am tasked 
with continuing.” n

TRACKING 
TRENDS

Robert Walters reveals annual Salary Survey 

By Megan Casson

H
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Areas seeing the highest demand for talent

Big Data ConsumerFintechIndustry 4.0
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COMING 
NEXT 
MONTH

Special Advertising Section 

HR & Recruitment
� e March 2019 issue of � e ACCJ Journal will feature a special 
advertising section on HR & Recruitment, providing companies 
in the following sectors an excellent opportunity to showcase 
their services and solutions:

 HR Consulting
 Executive Search
 Workforce Communication
 Diversity & Inclusion
 Talent Management
 Sta�  ng Services
 Executive Coaching

 Change Management
 Outsourcing
 Bene� ts Consulting
 Succession Planning
 Compensation Planning
 Human Capital Strategy
 Retirement Solutions

Promote your business to 50,000 executives.

As space is limited, please reserve your spot early by contacting Edvard Vondra.
Tel: 03. 4540. 7730 Email: journal@custom-media.com

Booking deadline: Monday, February 18

Also featured in March: Wealth Management    Food & Beverage
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GLOBALLY
RGF Executive Search  
nets top tech talent

By Megan Casson

The window through which we view the world is in some ways 
smaller today than in the past. As Generation Z—those born 

since 1995—becomes more reliant on digital devices and apps, 
small screens have become something of a new sensory organ—
one which we can’t live without.

Through these devices, disruptive technologies such as artificial 
intelligence (AI) and robotics are changing the world and the job 
market. Demand for engineers, software developers, and many 
other specialists in these developing industries will continue to 
increase. And with the talent shortage in Japan growing, recruiters 
are looking abroad to fill the gaps.

Adil Driouech, senior director of the technology, digital services, 
and internal IT teams at RGF Executive Search Japan, spoke to 
The ACCJ Journal about current trends, the company’s advantages 
over competitors, and how RGF Executive Search delivers the 
perfect hire to its clients.

TECH-DRIVEN
Where technology leads, recruitment trends follow. According 
to Driouech, recent develop ments in tech-related industries—
including augmented reality, virtual reality, and the Internet 
of Things—are impacting the Japanese talent pool and job 
market. “There are so many trends, and there are increasingly 
more businesses that are digitally driven. This is forcing tech-
nology companies to come up with ways of improving their 
services, which, in turn, has increased the demand for industry-
trained professionals.”

GLOBAL POOL
Driouech also pointed out a key obstacle: a limited pool of local 
talent. In Japan, he said, there is a huge shortage of talent—

especially bilingual talent—and, as new technologies such as AI 
become more prominent, that pool will need to become more 
diverse. “AI engineers are not people you find every day on the 
street in Japan; you have to look overseas,” Driouech explained. 
“We see, more and more, that the key players especially are looking 
for talent outside of Japan, regardless of language. They are looking 
for a skill set that is difficult to find here. As technology develops, 
it pushes Japanese companies to open up and see global talent.”

REGIONAL REACH
RGF Executive Search is part of Recruit Holdings Co., Ltd., the 
largest recruitment company in Asia. Connections throughout the 
region give the company an advantage. “If you are a client looking 
for AI engineers, we will know where these people are to be found 
both in Japan and overseas,” Driouech explained. When a client 
needs to fill a position and there is a need for local or foreign talent, 
RGF Executive Search is able to tap into a global pool. “We can 
coordinate with our offices overseas whenever we need to. Say a 
client needs engineers from India or China. We reach out to our 
sister companies based there and coordinate with them on projects.”

INDUSTRY EDGE
RGF Executive Search uses a variety of approaches to deal with 
industry change. “Having an in-house research team focused on 
mapping each and every sector and industry—checking who is 
there and what their goals are—is just a totally game-changing 
level of service,” Driouech said.

The company’s experience hiring for both specialist and execu-
tive positions is extensive, and most of the technology team have 
long worked in the industry. “We have many more collective years 
of experience than other companies of our size,” said Driouech. 
“We have a lot of people with a lot of experience. They have been 
through market cycles and industry challenges—both good and 
bad—and have learned to refine their service quality and value 
proposition. About one-third of our consultants have more than 
a decade of experience recruiting in their specific industry.”

That length of time, he said, increases the consultant’s dedication 
to clients. “The level of commitment doesn’t change between teams, 
it’s just something we have at the company that sets us apart.” n

As technology  
develops, it pushes 
Japanese companies 
to open up and see  
global talent.

Adil Driouech
Senior director of the  
technology, digital services,  
and internal IT teams at  
RGF Executive Search Japan



3M Japan Limited 

Abbott Laboratories/ 
Abbott Japan Co., Ltd.

AbbVie

Adobe Systems Co., Ltd. 

Aflac

AIG Companies in Japan

Amazon Japan G.K.

Amway Japan G.K.

AstraZeneca K.K.

Bayer Yakuhin, Ltd.

Becton Dickinson Japan

Bloomberg L.P.

Boeing Japan K.K.

Bristol-Myers Squibb K.K.

Broadsoft Japan K.K.

Caesars Entertainment Japan

Catalyst 

Caterpillar

Chevron International Gas Inc.  
Japan Branch

Cisco Systems G.K. 

Citigroup

Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.

Colt Data Centre Services

Corning

Cummins Japan Ltd.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

Deutsche Bank Group

Discovery Japan, Inc.

Dow Chemical Japan Ltd.

Eli Lilly Japan K.K.

en world Japan

EY Japan

Federal Express Japan G.K.

Freshfields Bruckhaus  
Deringer Tokyo

GE Japan Inc.

Gilead Sciences K.K. 

Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.

Google G.K.

GR Japan K.K. 

H&R Consultants K.K.

Hard Rock Japan LLC

Heidrick & Struggles Japan  
Godo Kaisha

Hilton

The Howard Hughes Corporation

IBM Japan, Ltd.

IHG ANA Hotels Group Japan

Intel K.K.

IQVIA

Johnson & Johnson 
Family of Companies

KPMG

Lenovo Japan Ltd.

Lockheed Martin 

Mastercard Japan K.K.

McDonald's  
Company (Japan), Ltd.

McGill Japan

McKinsey & Company, Inc.  
Japan

Melco Resorts & Entertainment  
Japan Limited

Merrill Lynch Japan  
Securities Co., Ltd.

MGM Resorts Japan LLC

Mitsuuroko Group Holdings Co., Ltd.

Mizuho Financial Group, Inc.

Monex Group, Inc.

Morgan, Lewis, & Bockius LLP

Morgan Stanley Japan Holdings Co., Ltd.

MSD K.K.

Naigai Industries, Inc.

Nanzan Gakuen  

(Nanzan School Corporation)

Northrop Grumman Japan 

Oak Lawn Marketing, Inc.

Ogilvy Japan Group

Pattern Energy Group Inc.

Procter & Gamble Japan K.K.

Prudential Financial, Inc.

PwC Japan

Qualcomm Japan LLC

Randstad K.K.

Relansa, Inc.

Robert Walters Japan K.K.

Squire Patton Boggs

State Street

Steelcase Japan K.K.

Teijin Limited 

Thomson Reuters Japan KK

Uber Japan Co., Ltd.

United Airlines, Inc.

Visa Worldwide (Japan) Co., Ltd.

VMware Japan K.K.

The Walt Disney Company (Japan) Ltd. 

Western Digital Japan

White & Case LLP

Zimmer Biomet G.K.

The ACCJ thanks its

Corporate Sustaining Member companies
Their extensive participation provides a cornerstone in the chamber’s efforts  
to promote a better business climate in Japan.  Information as of January 25, 2019.
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The Great Rebrand
Much more than Business in Japan: In Japan TV

In Japan TV features the best and latest of Japanese lifestyle 
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much more. Our exciting mission is to create dynamic and 
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